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Spectacular by nature, Tremblant’s landmark ski-in ski-out 

hotel provides the best setting for a perfect alpine getaway 

any time during the year. Perfectly located at the foot of the 

majestic Tremblant peaks, Fairmont Tremblant resort is the 

best destination for a balanced combination of relaxation 

and adventure, creating memories for couples, families and 

singles to cherish for a lifetime.
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Accessible via :

Montreal Trudeau Airport ( YUL ) 1h30 ( 130km )

Ottawa International airport ( YOW ) 2h00 ( 176 km )

Mont Tremblant International Airport ( YTM ) 45 min ( 51km )
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Ricochet Café & Terrasse

From seasonally inspired menus to dining experiences that 

will satisfy any craving, see what our chefs are preparing just 

for you.
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Axe Lounge Bar

Le Comptoir Cuisine du MarchéChoux Gras Brasserie Culinaire



Beautiful and open public spaces, spa, gym and pools, open 

year round
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Relax and enjoy the elegance of one of our 314 

accommodations, including 62 spacious and comfortable 

suites. The atmosphere at Fairmont Tremblant reflects the 

vibrant ski resort and year-round destination. Many of the 

luxury accommodations in our exquisite resort offer 

breathtaking, spectacular views of beautiful Mont-Tremblant

or of the surrounding woodlands.
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After a full day of activities and fresh air, be swept away by 

the undeniable charm of our picturesque pedestrian village. 

Catch a few of the sun's last rays on an outdoor terrace. 

Stroll the brightly lit streets. Dance the night away
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Of course, Tremblant offers a myriad of different activities 

in winter. The highest peak in the Laurentians is renowned 

for its great ski slopes, but it doesn't stop there! From 

dogsledding to iceclimbing, to cross country skiing to 

snowmobiling, Tremblant offers activities to suit every taste 

and lifestyle!
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Summer is one long festival at Tremblant! You'll see, there's 

always a good reason to celebrate! A unique summer 

experience awaits you in this larger-than-life playground! 

Tremblant offers a wide range of activities for every taste! 

Go ahead, climb, jump, swim and play with friends or family.
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Lucky, our canine ambassador, is looking
forward to welcoming everyone to 

beautiful Fairmont Tremblant !
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Christian Gagnon

Regional Sales Manager

christian.gagnon@fairmont.com

819-421-0002
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